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Reference: what is to be explained?

Observation:
Some sentences (or utterances of these sentences) convey information
about specific entities.

(1) Alex went running.

(2) I found this in my soup.

(3) A customer consulted her again.

Which are the expressions in (1)–(3) that allow us to identify the
relevant entities and to convey information about these entities?
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“Referring expressions”: proper names, indexicals, demonstratives,
pronouns, definite and indefinite descriptions

⇒ “Referents”: the entities in the world identified through them
⇒ “Reference”:

the underlying relation between these expressions and entities



Reference: what kind of relation is it?

What are the characteristics of the reference relation R?
How is it determined that R relates an expression α to an individual X?

Different answers to these questions have been given over the years by
a host of people – often using one specific type of referential expression
as the central case study (mostly: proper names, definite descriptions,
and indexicals).

Classical references: Chastian, Frege, Donnellan, Marcus, Mill, Kaplan,
Kripke, Quine, Russell, Searle, Strawson
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Aim(s) of this introduction

Main aim: to set the scene for the upcoming talks in our AG by. . .

I sketching answers to the question “what kind of relation is
reference?” – loosely following the developments in the
philosophical literature in the process

I sketching a view of reference determination that seems plausible
to me (= SZ, a linguist working in semantics and pragmatics)

⇒ identify the moving parts



Roadmap

Introduction

Option 1: reference as a semantic relation

Option 2: reference via the speaker’s intentions

Option 3: a hybrid, pragmatic view
Digression: the language game
Option 3: a hybrid, pragmatic view

Open questions?

The upcoming talks



Option 1: reference as a semantic relation – I

Answer of Option 1: Whether the reference relation R relates an
expression α to an entity X is determined by the meaning of α.

I Language: system of signs (Frege, Peirce, Saussure)

I Sign: conventional and arbitrary pairing of an expression (form)
and its meaning/denotation

Two possible specifications of Option 1:
1) A referring expression α denotes X .

(4) JαK = X  R(α,X )

2) A referring expression α denotes X , which identifies X (potentially
depending on the circumstances c in which α is used).

(5) JαK = X (c)
 X  R(α,X )
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Option 1: reference as a semantic relation – II

I If R is purely semantic:
a referring expression α refers to an entity X , its referent

I Reference to X fails (= an expression α fails to refer to X ) iff the
meaning of α does not identify X .

Possible range of variation provided by Option 1:

(6) a. JαK = X

b. JαK = X (c)
 X

I For any type of expression: does (6-a) or (6-b) provide the more
adequate analysis?

I For expressions paired with (6-b): what is the make-up of X ?
I Is X simplex or complex/composed?
I Does X require supporting gestures?
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Problem for Option 1: non-literal uses – I

Non-literal use of a referring expression α:
the referent X that is identified when α is used is not identical to the
individual identified by the meaning of α (if there is one)

Famous example:
referential uses of definite descriptions in Donnellan cases

(7) Context: S and A are at a party examining the guests. A man X is
standing at the bar, martini glass in hand. Unbeknownst to S and A,
X is drinking water from the martini glass for lack of a better option.

S to A: The man drinking the martini looks dissatisfied.



Problem for Option 1: non-literal uses – II

In non-literal uses of a referring expression α, the speaker uses α to
successfully convey information about an individual X even though X is
not identified by the meaning of α.

Donnellan case in (7):
I X is the individual that the speaker S intends to talk about.
I Assuming that definite descriptions identify the unique individual

(in c) that satisfies the descriptive content:
 the man drinking the martini does not identify anyone

“Using a definite description referentially, a speaker may say something
true even though the description correctly applies to nothing.”
(Donnellan 1966:298)



Option 2: reference via the speaker’s intentions

Answer of Option 2: Whether the reference relation R relates an
expression α to an entity X is determined by the speaker’s
attitudes/intentions.

I In uttering a sentence, a speaker S intends to perform some
speech act (with a communicative goal).

I Possible communicative goal: to convey information about X
⇒ part of S’s goal: identification of X (by linguistic means)

The relevant attitudes of S in Option 2:
1) S intends to use an expression α (correctly) to identify X

2) S believes that the correct use of α will identify X

⇒ the reference relation R is ternary: R(α,X ,S)
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Option 2: reference via the speaker’s intentions

I If R depends on the speaker’s intentions:
the speaker refers to the referent X using a referring expression α

I This picture can easily capture the Donnellan cases:
In (7), S intends to identify X (= the man at the bar) using the
man drinking the martini.
⇒ S refers to X with the man drinking the martini

Connection to the meaning of α? (→ varies with different α)

I α has no independent meaning; the entity related to α by R is
contributed to determine the meaning of the containing sentence.
⇒ α is associated with an independent mechanism that guides the

correct use of α

I The meaning of α provides constraints on the correct use of α.
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Problem for Option 2: ‘Humpty Dumpty’

If reference is determined via the speaker’s intentions alone, any
expression can be used to refer to any entity.

I The speaker’s belief that the correct use of α will identify X can
be wrong without impacting the speaker’s intention.

⇒ reference cannot fail �

Intuitively: the constraints on the correct use of a referring expression
α can only be violated within limits and if the circumstances c allow it.

What are the restrictions on α given S’s intention to talk about X
given c? What do the Donnellan cases tell us about them?



Digression: the language game – I

I Each instance of language use is part of a language game which is
played by two or more interlocutors in the pursuit of some shared
goal (e.g., alignment of information).

I If the language L shared by the interlocutors pairs an expression α
conventionally with a meaning (X/X ) that identifies an entity X
in the world, it is rational for a speaker to use α to talk about X .

⇒ Cooperative Principle
⇒ minimization of the risk of miscommunication

(a.o. Grice, Lewis, and the literature in (formal) pragmatics—e.g., work by
Ginzburg, Farkas, Stalnaker, and others on discourse and discourse models AND

work by Jäger, Franke, and others on game theory.)



Digression: the language game – II

Why is this rational? The addressee A effectively engages in mind
reading to understand what S intends to convey to A.

S

X

. . .α . . .
A

X

(X is potentially present in the context.)



Digression: the language game – III

Pointers available to the addressee A?

I the expressions chosen by S and how they are linearly arranged
– What is the literal meaning determined by grammar?

I the linguistic context
– What is the topic of conversation?
– Which entities have featured in the conversation so far?

I other non-linguistic clues (e.g., non-linguistic context)
– Where does the conversation take place?
– Is there anything notable about how S acts?

(e.g., additional gestures)

S should act in a way to maximize A’s chances to grasp what S intends
to convey.



Option 3: a hybrid, pragmatic view – I

In non-literal uses, S successfully refers to the entity X using α even
though the denotation of α does not identify X . . . because it is still
possible for the addressee A to grasp what S intends to convey in the
given context.

I Option 1: the referent X = the “semantic referent”
I Option 2: the referent X = the “speaker’s referent”
I Option 3: the referent X is determined from an interplay between

the speaker’s referent, the semantic referent and the context in
which S ’s utterance is made

How does this work exactly?



Option 3: a hybrid, pragmatic view – II

In Option 3, based on the pragmatic picture of the language game, the
speaker’s referent and the semantic referent are not independent.

⇒ the speaker’s referent determines S’s choice of expression α
⇒ S’s choice of α depends on:

I S’s beliefs about the speaker’s referent and the grammar of L
– Does the denotation of α identify the speaker’s referent?

I S’s beliefs about A’s beliefs about the speaker’s referent and the
grammar of L
– Does A have the relevant information to share S’s belief that the
denotation of α identifies the speaker’s referent?



Option 3: a hybrid, pragmatic view – III

In Option 3, neither the speaker’s referent nor the semantic referent
completely determine R.

⇒ S can be mistaken in his choice of α.
1) The denotation of α does not identify the speaker’s referent.
2) A does not have the relevant information to share S’s belief.

⇒ Nevertheless, R(α,X ,S) (where X = speaker’s referent) could be
the case for the purposes of the conversation between S and A if
other pointers available to A allow this.
⇒ S and A agree, who S talks about

In Option 3, the central question is whether it is in principle possible
for A to identify the speaker’s referent from the given pointers.

⇒ For each use of α, the current conversational circumstances
determine whether the reference relation R is determined.



Option 3: a hybrid, pragmatic view – IV

Importantly: if R(α,X , S) can be established for the purposes of the
conversation, the referent X is always the speaker’s referent.

Can it happen that R(α,X , S) is established even though X is not the
speaker’s referent? Or do those cases necessarily involve

misunderstandings between S and A?

If these are not misunderstandings, the speaker’s referent might guide
S’ choice of α but might not play a central role in the determination of
R, after all.



Many open questions still remain!

I Are all of the assumptions made above tenable? What should be
amended?

I How can we decide for the aspects in which Options 1-3 differ,
which specifications to choose?

I Could it be that Options 1-3 (or rather particular specifications
thereof) are all viable but for different referring expressions?

I Which other Options are there for how R is determined?
I What can the Donnellan cases and other cases of putative

non-literal uses of referring expressions teach us about how the
choice of referring expression is constrained?



The program: upcoming talks

I Eva Csipak: Conditionalizing referential uses of definite descriptions

I Daniel Gutzmann: That damn idiot! Expressives, definite descriptions,
and reference cancelled

I Dolf Rami: Donnellan, Kripke and the distinction between literal and
non-literal uses of referring expressions

I Antonin Thuns: Partial meaning eliminativism and literalness

I François Recanati: Direct Reference (invited talk)

I Gregory Bochner: Two Pragmatic Notions of What Is Said

I Jan Köpping: On Individuating Contexts

I Katarzyna Kijania-Placek: Deferred vs. descriptive. The case of proper
names and indexicals
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